METO EAGLE® S / M inkroll

- Art. no.: 9321597 Standard
- Art. no.: 9321597 Standard Giant
- Art. no.: 9321605 UV resistant for plastic labels
- Art. no.: 9321600 UV resistant Giant for plastic labels
- Art. no.: 9440982 PA ink, dries fast

Unit quantity: 5 pcs. per pack
(suitable for min. 1 box of labels per inkroll)

METO EAGLE® L / XL inkroll

- Art. no.: 8873170 Standard (L / XL)
- Art. no.: 8873195 UV resistant for plastic labels (L/XL)
- Art. no.: 9323062 Standard Giant (XL)

Unit quantity: 2 pcs. per pack
(suitable for min. 1 box of labels per inkroll)

Sideplate METO EAGLE® S / M left for customizing

- Art. no.: 9321581 transparent, without hole
- Art. no.: 9321582 transparent, with hole
- Art. no.: 9321575 grey for customizing to engrave logo, text, phone no. etc.

Unit quantity: 1

Sideplate left logo label for laserprinter on DIN A4 sheet for customizing

- Art. no.: 9447368

Unit quantity: 10 sheets per pack (4 logos per sheet)

Sideplate METO EAGLE® L / XL left for customizing

- Art. no.: 9322557 transparent METO EAGLE L
- Art. no.: 9323578 transparent METO EAGLE XL

Grey for customizing to engrave logo, text, phone no. etc.

- Art. no.: 9322554 METO EAGLE L
- Art. no.: 9323574 METO EAGLE XL

Unit quantity: 1

Sideplate left logo label for laserprinter on DIN A4 sheet for customizing

- Art. no.: 9423003

Unit quantity: 10 sheets per pack (4 logos per sheet)
Handle insert
- Art. no.: 9442112  Hardgrip S/M
- Art. no.: 9321566  Softgrip S/M
- Art. no.: 9442112  Hardgrip L
- Art. no.: 9445771  Hardgrip XL

Unit quantity: 10 pcs. per pack

Long neck adapter
Incl. transport to apply a label on corners, edges and curved products. Suitable for 26 x 12 and 26 x 16 mm labels.
- Art. no.: 9321173 · 22 x 12 mm and 22 x 16 mm
- Art. no.: 9321075 · 24 x 12 mm and 26 x 16 mm

Unit quantity: 1

METO EAGLE® FixPrint
Print your own promotion and information label

The new technology of the METO EAGLE FixPrint hand labeling tool, makes it one of the fastest and most flexible hand labeler in the market. Just one turn to print words and numbers in one step.

METO EAGLE S  1 line for 12 different words
22 x 12 / 26 x 12 mm wavy edge labels

METO EAGLE  M  2 lines for 14 different words each line
or 1 line Text and 1 line numeric and signs
22 x 16 / 26 x 16 mm wavy edge labels

METO EAGLE  L  2 lines for 12 different words each line
or 1 line Text and 1 line numeric and signs
32 x 19 mm wavy edge labels

METO EAGLE  XL  3 lines for 15 different words each line
or 1 line Text and 2 lines numeric and signs
29 x 28 mm rectangular labels

Special Sales
new price 2,99€


Pampas Grass 10.12.09 02

2 for 1 only today

we are on holiday
17.08. - 31.08.

Special Sales
Employee No. 11
on holiday Dec.1 - 10

KEEP COOL

SPECIAL SALES

ONLY TODAY
2 FOR FREE

10.12.09 02

Pampas Grass 12345678 /02
310309 23841
METO ProLine® L / XL / XXL

- Art. no.: 8873170 Standard (L / XL)
- Art. no.: 8873195 UV resistant for plastic labels (L / XL)
- Art. no.: 9323062 Standard Giant (XL)
- Art. no.: 8888190 Standard (XXL)
- Art. no.: 9324008 UV resistant for plastic labels (XXL)

Unit quantity: 2 pcs. per pack
(suitable for min. 1 box of labels per inkroll)